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and they include a limited number of active RNA polymerases (about 
eight) as estimated from the number of nascent RNA molecules46. 
Our models agree with these estimates. The first chromatin globule in 
our K562 models, which includes the -globin genes as well as other 
nearby housekeeping genes, wraps around a cavity with an average 
diameter of ~100–110 nm, which would fit a hypothetical transcrip-
tion factory.

Of particular interest is our observation that the ENm008 region 
forms a single large chromatin globule in GM12878 cells, but two 
smaller globules in K562 cells. The major difference between these 
two cell lines is the expression of the -globin gene cluster, which 
is actively transcribed in K562 cells. In GM12878 cells, only six or 
seven genes are actively transcribed in the ENm008 region, which 
would all fit within one transcription factory. In contrast, in K562 
cells, the additional activity of the -globin genes seems to exceed 
the capacity of a single transcription factory, with about ten genes 
being actively transcribed. We entertain the idea that the number 
of active genes that can cluster to form a chromatin globule may be 
limited to only around eight genes, which would be consistent with 
the elongated-beaded structures of active chromatin regions observed 
by light microscopy45,52. This is a highly speculative idea, however, 
and it is also possible that the extended conformation in K562 cells is 
related to the transformed state of this cell line. Further experiments 
are needed to shed light on the determinants of globule formation.

From our models, we cannot say whether these chromatin globules 
self-assemble around genes sharing common transcription machineries,  
actively assemble on demand or already exist as a complex fixed to 
an as-yet-unknown underlying nuclear substructure. It has been pro-
posed that transcriptionally active regions may attain increased chro-
matin mobility6. It is noteworthy that the K562 models have higher 
variability and lower consistency than models from GM12878 cells, 
which could relate either to the region being broken into two globules 
or to the fact that the region is more transcriptionally active overall.

Chromatin density
Even for transcriptionally active regions, chromatin is about 400- 
to 1,000-fold more compact than the 30-nm fiber53. Therefore, 
decondensation of chromatin may be transient54. We observed for 
both cell lines that transcriptionally inactive regions were, on average, 
about twice as dense as regions containing either transcribed genes or 
their regulatory elements. Notably, the region including HS40, HS46 

and HS48 was denser, on average, in GM12878 than in K562 cells, 
whereas the other regions we studied were denser, on average, in K562 
than in GM12878 cells. Our results indicate that chromatin under-
goes a certain amount of decondensation when genes are expressed55. 
This shows that 5C experiments, reflected by our models, are able to 
capture such subtle differences.

A chromatin-globule model
Our 3D structures suggest a model for higher-order chromatin fold-
ing based on the formation of chromatin globules (Fig. 6). Chromatin 
globules would be spatially separated and would form by clustering of 
a limited number of actively transcribed genes. Within the context of 
the chromatin globules, our analysis identified specific long-range inter-
actions between genes and their regulatory elements, as well as novel 
interactions between sites bound by CTCF. The potential roles of such 
regulatory elements in globule formation are currently unknown.

The discovery of chromatin globules shows that our models can 
reveal novel higher-order features of chromosome architecture. Our 
3D models for the ENm008 region are in agreement with (i) our 
own FISH experiments validating the models’ overall size and shape,  
(ii) previously described biological phenomena such as the clustering 
of active genes, and (iii) local chromatin structural features from the 
ENCODE consortium such as DNase I sensitivity. By revealing the 
relative spatial arrangements of genes and their regulatory elements, 
our approach could further leverage large-scale efforts to annotate 
genes and regulatory elements along the linear genome.

METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/nsmb/.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Structural  Molecular 
Biology website.
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Figure 6 Diagram of the proposed chromatin-globule model for higher-
order chromatin folding of actively transcribed genomic regions.
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Purpose: introduce basic steps and key considerations in Hi-C analysis



Hi-C and derivatives

(12, 13). Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is
small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently
with the other small chromosomes; this agrees
with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18
tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).

We then zoomed in on individual chromo-
somes to explore whether there are chromosom-
al regions that preferentially associate with each
other. Because sequence proximity strongly in-
fluences contact probability, we defined a normal-

ized contact matrixM* by dividing each entry in
the contact matrix by the genome-wide average
contact probability for loci at that genomic dis-
tance (10). The normalized matrix shows many
large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions,
generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci
(here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we
reasoned that they will share neighbors and have
correlated interaction profiles. We therefore de-
fined a correlation matrix C in which cij is the

Pearson correlation between the ith row and jth
column of M*. This process dramatically sharp-
ened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the result-
ing matrix entries represent statistically significant
correlations (P ! 0.05).

The plaid pattern suggests that each chromo-
some can be decomposed into two sets of loci
(arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts
within each set are enriched and contacts between
sets are depleted.We partitioned each chromosome

Fig. 1. Overview of Hi-C. (A)
Cells are cross-linked with form-
aldehyde, resulting in covalent
links between spatially adjacent
chromatin segments (DNA frag-
ments shown in dark blue, red;
proteins, which canmediate such
interactions, are shown in light
blue and cyan). Chromatin is
digested with a restriction en-
zyme (here, HindIII; restriction
site marked by dashed line; see
inset), and the resulting sticky
ends are filled in with nucle-
otides, one of which is bio-
tinylated (purple dot). Ligation
is performed under extremely
dilute conditions to create chi-
meric molecules; the HindIII
site is lost and an NheI site is
created (inset). DNA is purified
and sheared. Biotinylated junc-
tions are isolated with strep-
tavidin beads and identified by
paired-end sequencing. (B) Hi-C
produces a genome-wide con-
tactmatrix. The submatrix shown
here corresponds to intrachro-
mosomal interactions on chromo-
some 14. (Chromosome 14 is
acrocentric; the short arm is
not shown.) Each pixel represents all interactions between a 1-Mb locus and another 1-Mb locus; intensity corresponds to the total number of reads (0 to 50). Tick
marks appear every 10 Mb. (C and D) We compared the original experiment with results from a biological repeat using the same restriction enzyme [(C), range
from 0 to 50 reads] and with results using a different restriction enzyme [(D), NcoI, range from 0 to 100 reads].

A

B C D

Fig. 2. The presence and orga-
nization of chromosome territo-
ries. (A) Probability of contact
decreases as a function of ge-
nomic distance on chromosome 1,
eventually reaching a plateau at
~90 Mb (blue). The level of in-
terchromosomal contact (black
dashes) differs for different pairs
of chromosomes; loci on chromo-
some 1 are most likely to inter-
act with loci on chromosome 10
(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromo-
some 21 (red dashes). Interchro-
mosomal interactions are depleted
relative to intrachromosomal in-
teractions. (B) Observed/expected
number of interchromosomal con-
tacts between all pairs of chromosomes. Red indicates enrichment, and blue indicates depletion (range from 0.5 to 2). Small, gene-rich chromosomes tend to interact
more with one another, suggesting that they cluster together in the nucleus.

A B
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TCC - tethered chromatin conformation capture

Kalhor 2012
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.



Hi-C methods - what 
can we learn from 

them?

Polymer biophysics

General chromatin structure in 
the interphase

of the genome inferred from Hi-C. More gen-
erally, a strong correlation was observed between
the number of Hi-C readsmij and the 3D distance
between locus i and locus j as measured by FISH
[Spearman’s r = –0.916, P = 0.00003 (fig. S3)],
suggesting that Hi-C read count may serve as a
proxy for distance.

Upon close examination of the Hi-C data, we
noted that pairs of loci in compartment B showed
a consistently higher interaction frequency at a
given genomic distance than pairs of loci in com-
partment A (fig. S4). This suggests that compart-
ment B is more densely packed (15). The FISH
data are consistent with this observation; loci in
compartment B exhibited a stronger tendency for
close spatial localization.

To explore whether the two spatial compart-
ments correspond to known features of the ge-
nome, we compared the compartments identified
in our 1-Mb correlation maps with known genetic
and epigenetic features. Compartment A correlates
strongly with the presence of genes (Spearman’s
r = 0.431, P < 10–137), higher expression [via
genome-wide mRNA expression, Spearman’s
r = 0.476, P < 10–145 (fig. S5)], and accessible
chromatin [as measured by deoxyribonuclease I
(DNAseI) sensitivity, Spearman’s r = 0.651, P
negligible] (16, 17). Compartment A also shows
enrichment for both activating (H3K36 trimethyl-
ation, Spearman’s r = 0.601, P < 10–296) and
repressive (H3K27 trimethylation, Spearman’s
r = 0.282, P < 10–56) chromatin marks (18).

We repeated the above analysis at a resolution
of 100 kb (Fig. 3G) and saw that, although the
correlation of compartment A with all other ge-
nomic and epigenetic features remained strong
(Spearman’s r > 0.4, P negligible), the correla-
tion with the sole repressive mark, H3K27 trimeth-
ylation, was dramatically attenuated (Spearman’s
r = 0.046, P < 10–15). On the basis of these re-
sults we concluded that compartment A is more
closely associated with open, accessible, actively
transcribed chromatin.

We repeated our experiment with K562 cells,
an erythroleukemia cell line with an aberrant kar-
yotype (19). We again observed two compart-
ments; these were similar in composition to those
observed in GM06990 cells [Pearson’s r = 0.732,

Fig. 4. The local packing of
chromatin is consistent with the
behavior of a fractal globule. (A)
Contact probability as a function
of genomic distance averaged
across the genome (blue) shows
a power law scaling between
500 kb and 7 Mb (shaded re-
gion) with a slope of –1.08 (fit
shown in cyan). (B) Simulation
results for contact probability as
a function of distance (1 mono-
mer ~ 6 nucleosomes ~ 1200
base pairs) (10) for equilibrium
(red) and fractal (blue) globules.
The slope for a fractal globule is
very nearly –1 (cyan), confirm-
ing our prediction (10). The slope
for an equilibrium globule is –3/2,
matching prior theoretical expec-
tations. The slope for the fractal
globule closely resembles the slope
we observed in the genome. (C)
(Top) An unfolded polymer chain,
4000 monomers (4.8 Mb) long.
Coloration corresponds to distance
from one endpoint, ranging from
blue to cyan, green, yellow, or-
ange, and red. (Middle) An equi-
librium globule. The structure is
highly entangled; loci that are
nearby along the contour (sim-
ilar color) need not be nearby in
3D. (Bottom) A fractal globule.
Nearby loci along the contour
tend to be nearby in 3D, leading
to monochromatic blocks both
on the surface and in cross sec-
tion. The structure lacks knots.
(D) Genome architecture at three
scales. (Top) Two compartments,
corresponding to open and closed
chromatin, spatially partition the
genome. Chromosomes (blue, cyan,
green) occupy distinct territories.
(Middle) Individual chromosomes
weave back and forth between
the open and closed chromatin
compartments. (Bottom) At the
scale of single megabases, the chromosome consists of a series of fractal globules.
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Hi-C methods - what 
can we learn from 

them?

Polymer biophysics

The structure of metaphase 
chromosomes

Naumova 2013

(approximately equivalent to chromosome 17,
which is 1 mm long and 0.5 mm in diameter) as a
polymer of 128,000 monomers, each represent-
ing three nucleosomes (~600 bp), with a diameter
of 10 nm and a persistence length of 4 monomers
(10 to 12 nucleosomes) (34). We chose these pa-
rameters to best represent a 10-nm fiber (27) be-
cause the pervasiveness of the 30-nm fiber in vivo
has become increasingly contested (22, 35, 36).
Further simulations have shown that our main
results hold for a 30-nm fiber, as well as for amore
flexible 10-nm fiber (fig. S18), and our results are
relatively insensitive to the local structure of the
chromatin fiber. Polymer models were simulated

by using Langevin dynamics, with interactions
and constraints specific to eachmodel.We account
for topoisomerase II activity (37, 38) by allowing
chromatin fibers to occasionally pass through each
other and thus change the topological state of a
chromosome (27, 39); this was accomplished by
setting a finite energy cost for two monomers to oc-
cupy the same volume.

First, we tested whether an equilibriummodel
with a combination of cylindrical geometry and
linear organization is sufficient to reproduce the
observed P(s) (Fig. 4A and fig. S19). This mod-
el imposes linear organization by constraining
monomers to have reproduciblemean longitudinal

positions with a 120-nm standard deviation (SD)
along the longitudinal axis of the chromosome, as
observed with microscopy (33). Simulations of this
model generate a layered chromosome confor-
mation in which the fall-off in contact probability
P(s) naturally emerges at ~10 Mb, demonstrating
that linear organization and a fall-off in contact
probability are connected (fig. S19 andmovie S1).
However, in contrast to the Hi-C data, models con-
strained only by cylindrical geometry and linear or-
ganization produce P(s) with a plateau from 200 kb
to 10Mb (Fig. 4A) and are highly mixed within a
layer, similar to an equilibrium globule (Fig. 3C
and fig. S20).

Fig. 4. Polymermodels ofmi-
totic chromosomeorganization
(left) and their corresponding
P(s) (right). Experimental P(s) in
metaphase (gray shaded area) is
bounded by minimum and maxi-
mum P(s) calculated from six in-
dependent Hi-C data sets (three
cell lines). (A) Linear organiza-
tionmodel. Eachmonomer is con-
strained to have reproducible
mean longitudinal positions with
120 nm SD (illustrated in the
diagram, next to an example of
a polymer conformation for this
model). (B) Hierarchical model
formed by successively folding
the fiber into a next-level fiber,
here by using loops with aver-
age length of 9 kb, 240 kb, and
4.8 Mb; conformation is colored
from blue to red at each level
of magnification (figs. S21 and
S22). (C) Models with consecu-
tive loops, cylindrical geometry,
and linear organization. Bases of
the loops (red) are either attracted
to a central scaffold (left) or free
(middle). For optimal loop sizes,
P(s) curves for these models ap-
proach experimental P(s). (D)
Models with nonconsecutive loops,
cylindrical geometry, and linear
organization, either attracted to
a central scaffold (left) or free (mid-
dle). Nonconsecutive loops are ob-
tained by randomizing positions of
consecutive loopbaseswhilemain-
taining loop lengths. Models with
nonconsecutive loops have worse
agreement with metaphase P(s)
than that of models with consec-
utive loops (fig. S24).
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Hi-C methods - what can we learn from them?

(12, 13). Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is
small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently
with the other small chromosomes; this agrees
with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18
tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).

We then zoomed in on individual chromo-
somes to explore whether there are chromosom-
al regions that preferentially associate with each
other. Because sequence proximity strongly in-
fluences contact probability, we defined a normal-

ized contact matrixM* by dividing each entry in
the contact matrix by the genome-wide average
contact probability for loci at that genomic dis-
tance (10). The normalized matrix shows many
large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions,
generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci
(here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we
reasoned that they will share neighbors and have
correlated interaction profiles. We therefore de-
fined a correlation matrix C in which cij is the

Pearson correlation between the ith row and jth
column of M*. This process dramatically sharp-
ened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the result-
ing matrix entries represent statistically significant
correlations (P ! 0.05).

The plaid pattern suggests that each chromo-
some can be decomposed into two sets of loci
(arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts
within each set are enriched and contacts between
sets are depleted.We partitioned each chromosome

Fig. 1. Overview of Hi-C. (A)
Cells are cross-linked with form-
aldehyde, resulting in covalent
links between spatially adjacent
chromatin segments (DNA frag-
ments shown in dark blue, red;
proteins, which canmediate such
interactions, are shown in light
blue and cyan). Chromatin is
digested with a restriction en-
zyme (here, HindIII; restriction
site marked by dashed line; see
inset), and the resulting sticky
ends are filled in with nucle-
otides, one of which is bio-
tinylated (purple dot). Ligation
is performed under extremely
dilute conditions to create chi-
meric molecules; the HindIII
site is lost and an NheI site is
created (inset). DNA is purified
and sheared. Biotinylated junc-
tions are isolated with strep-
tavidin beads and identified by
paired-end sequencing. (B) Hi-C
produces a genome-wide con-
tactmatrix. The submatrix shown
here corresponds to intrachro-
mosomal interactions on chromo-
some 14. (Chromosome 14 is
acrocentric; the short arm is
not shown.) Each pixel represents all interactions between a 1-Mb locus and another 1-Mb locus; intensity corresponds to the total number of reads (0 to 50). Tick
marks appear every 10 Mb. (C and D) We compared the original experiment with results from a biological repeat using the same restriction enzyme [(C), range
from 0 to 50 reads] and with results using a different restriction enzyme [(D), NcoI, range from 0 to 100 reads].

A

B C D

Fig. 2. The presence and orga-
nization of chromosome territo-
ries. (A) Probability of contact
decreases as a function of ge-
nomic distance on chromosome 1,
eventually reaching a plateau at
~90 Mb (blue). The level of in-
terchromosomal contact (black
dashes) differs for different pairs
of chromosomes; loci on chromo-
some 1 are most likely to inter-
act with loci on chromosome 10
(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromo-
some 21 (red dashes). Interchro-
mosomal interactions are depleted
relative to intrachromosomal in-
teractions. (B) Observed/expected
number of interchromosomal con-
tacts between all pairs of chromosomes. Red indicates enrichment, and blue indicates depletion (range from 0.5 to 2). Small, gene-rich chromosomes tend to interact
more with one another, suggesting that they cluster together in the nucleus.
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Cross-linking frequencies between 
sequences genome-wide

Often referred to as ‘interactions’

Lieberman-Aiden 2009

(12, 13). Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is
small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently
with the other small chromosomes; this agrees
with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18
tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).

We then zoomed in on individual chromo-
somes to explore whether there are chromosom-
al regions that preferentially associate with each
other. Because sequence proximity strongly in-
fluences contact probability, we defined a normal-

ized contact matrixM* by dividing each entry in
the contact matrix by the genome-wide average
contact probability for loci at that genomic dis-
tance (10). The normalized matrix shows many
large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions,
generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci
(here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we
reasoned that they will share neighbors and have
correlated interaction profiles. We therefore de-
fined a correlation matrix C in which cij is the

Pearson correlation between the ith row and jth
column of M*. This process dramatically sharp-
ened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the result-
ing matrix entries represent statistically significant
correlations (P ! 0.05).

The plaid pattern suggests that each chromo-
some can be decomposed into two sets of loci
(arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts
within each set are enriched and contacts between
sets are depleted.We partitioned each chromosome

Fig. 1. Overview of Hi-C. (A)
Cells are cross-linked with form-
aldehyde, resulting in covalent
links between spatially adjacent
chromatin segments (DNA frag-
ments shown in dark blue, red;
proteins, which canmediate such
interactions, are shown in light
blue and cyan). Chromatin is
digested with a restriction en-
zyme (here, HindIII; restriction
site marked by dashed line; see
inset), and the resulting sticky
ends are filled in with nucle-
otides, one of which is bio-
tinylated (purple dot). Ligation
is performed under extremely
dilute conditions to create chi-
meric molecules; the HindIII
site is lost and an NheI site is
created (inset). DNA is purified
and sheared. Biotinylated junc-
tions are isolated with strep-
tavidin beads and identified by
paired-end sequencing. (B) Hi-C
produces a genome-wide con-
tactmatrix. The submatrix shown
here corresponds to intrachro-
mosomal interactions on chromo-
some 14. (Chromosome 14 is
acrocentric; the short arm is
not shown.) Each pixel represents all interactions between a 1-Mb locus and another 1-Mb locus; intensity corresponds to the total number of reads (0 to 50). Tick
marks appear every 10 Mb. (C and D) We compared the original experiment with results from a biological repeat using the same restriction enzyme [(C), range
from 0 to 50 reads] and with results using a different restriction enzyme [(D), NcoI, range from 0 to 100 reads].

A

B C D

Fig. 2. The presence and orga-
nization of chromosome territo-
ries. (A) Probability of contact
decreases as a function of ge-
nomic distance on chromosome 1,
eventually reaching a plateau at
~90 Mb (blue). The level of in-
terchromosomal contact (black
dashes) differs for different pairs
of chromosomes; loci on chromo-
some 1 are most likely to inter-
act with loci on chromosome 10
(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromo-
some 21 (red dashes). Interchro-
mosomal interactions are depleted
relative to intrachromosomal in-
teractions. (B) Observed/expected
number of interchromosomal con-
tacts between all pairs of chromosomes. Red indicates enrichment, and blue indicates depletion (range from 0.5 to 2). Small, gene-rich chromosomes tend to interact
more with one another, suggesting that they cluster together in the nucleus.
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Hi-C methods - what can we learn from them?
Chromosome compartmentalization

Lieberman-Aiden 2009

in this way by using principal component analysis.
For all but two chromosomes, the first principal
component (PC) clearly corresponded to the plaid
pattern (positive values defining one set, negative
values the other) (fig. S1). For chromosomes 4 and
5, the first PC corresponded to the two chromo-
some arms, but the second PC corresponded to the
plaid pattern. The entries of the PC vector reflected
the sharp transitions from compartment to com-
partment observed within the plaid heatmaps.
Moreover, the plaid patterns within each chromo-
some were consistent across chromosomes: the

labels (A and B) could be assigned on each
chromosome so that sets on different chromo-
somes carrying the same label had correlated
contact profiles, and those carrying different labels
had anticorrelated contact profiles (Fig. 3D). These
results imply that the entire genome can be par-
titioned into two spatial compartments such that
greater interaction occurswithin each compartment
rather than across compartments.

TheHi-C data imply that regions tend be closer
in space if they belong to the same compartment
(Aversus B) than if they do not. We tested this by

using 3D-FISH to probe four loci (L1, L2, L3, and
L4) on chromosome 14 that alternate between the
two compartments (L1 and L3 in compartment A;
L2 and L4 in compartment B) (Fig. 3, E and F).
3D-FISH showed that L3 tends to be closer to
L1 than to L2, despite the fact that L2 lies be-
tween L1 and L3 in the linear genome sequence
(Fig. 3E). Similarly, we found that L2 is closer to
L4 than to L3 (Fig. 3F). Comparable results were
obtained for four consecutive loci on chromosome
22 (fig. S2, A and B). Taken together, these obser-
vations confirm the spatial compartmentalization

A B C D

E F G H

Fig. 3. The nucleus is segregated into two compartments corresponding
to open and closed chromatin. (A) Map of chromosome 14 at a resolution
of 1 Mb exhibits substructure in the form of an intense diagonal and a
constellation of large blocks (three experiments combined; range from 0
to 200 reads). Tick marks appear every 10 Mb. (B) The observed/expected
matrix shows loci with either more (red) or less (blue) interactions than
would be expected, given their genomic distance (range from 0.2 to 5).
(C) Correlation matrix illustrates the correlation [range from – (blue) to
+1 (red)] between the intrachromosomal interaction profiles of every pair
of 1-Mb loci along chromosome 14. The plaid pattern indicates the
presence of two compartments within the chromosome. (D) Interchromo-
somal correlation map for chromosome 14 and chromosome 20 [range
from –0.25 (blue) to 0.25 (red)]. The unalignable region around the cen-
tromere of chromosome 20 is indicated in gray. Each compartment on
chromosome 14 has a counterpart on chromosome 20 with a very similar

genome-wide interaction pattern. (E and F) We designed probes for four
loci (L1, L2, L3, and L4) that lie consecutively along chromosome 14 but
alternate between the two compartments [L1 and L3 in (compartment A);
L2 and L4 in (compartment B)]. (E) L3 (blue) was consistently closer to L1
(green) than to L2 (red), despite the fact that L2 lies between L1 and L3
in the primary sequence of the genome. This was confirmed visually and
by plotting the cumulative distribution. (F) L2 (green) was consistently
closer to L4 (red) than to L3 (blue). (G) Correlation map of chromosome
14 at a resolution of 100 kb. The PC (eigenvector) correlates with the
distribution of genes and with features of open chromatin. (H) A 31-Mb
window from chromosome 14 is shown; the indicated region (yellow
dashes) alternates between the open and the closed compartments in
GM06990 (top, eigenvector and heatmap) but is predominantly open in
K562 (bottom, eigenvector and heatmap). The change in compartmen-
talization corresponds to a shift in chromatin state (DNAseI).
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share this feature of classical insulators. A classical boundary element
is also known to stop the spread of heterochromatin. Therefore, we
examined the distribution of the heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 in
humans and mice in relation to the topological domains12,13. Indeed,
we observe a clear segregation of H3K9me3 at the boundary regions
that occurs predominately in differentiated cells (Fig. 2d, e and
Supplementary Fig. 11). As the boundaries that we analysed in

Fig. 2d are present in both pluripotent cells and their differentiated
progeny, the topological domains and boundaries appear to pre-mark
the end points of heterochromatic spreading. Therefore, the domains
do not seem to be a consequence of the formation of heterochromatin.
Taken together, the above observations strongly suggest that the topo-
logical domain boundaries correlate with regions of the genome dis-
playing classical insulator and barrier element activity, thus revealing a
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Figure 1 | Topological domains in the mouse ES cell genome. a, Normalized
Hi-C interaction frequencies displayed as a two-dimensional heat map
overlayed on ChIP-seq data (from Y. Shen et al., manuscript in preparation),
directionality index (DI), HMM bias state calls, and domains. For both
directionality index and HMM state calls, downstream bias (red) and upstream
bias (green) are indicated. b, Schematic illustrating topological domains and
resulting directional bias. c, Distribution of the directionality index (absolute
value, in blue) compared to random (red). d, Mean interaction frequencies at all
genomic distances between 40 kb to 2 Mb. Above 40 kb, the intra- versus inter-
domain interaction frequencies are significantly different (P , 0.005, Wilcoxon
test). e, Box plot of all interaction frequencies at 80-kb distance. Intra-domain
interactions are enriched for high-frequency interactions. f–i, Diagram of intra-
domain (f) and inter-domain FISH probes (g) and the genomic distance
between pairs (h). i, Bar chart of the squared inter-probe distance (from ref. 6)
FISH probe pairs. mESC, mouse ES cell. Error bars indicate standard error
(n 5 100 for each probe pair).
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Figure 2 | Topological boundaries demonstrate classical insulator or
barrier element features. a, Two-dimensional heat map surrounding the Hoxa
locus and CS5 insulator in IMR90 cells. b, Enrichment of CTCF at boundary
regions. c, The portion of CTCF binding sites that are considered ‘associated’
with a boundary (within 620-kb window is used as the expected uncertainty
due to 40-kb binning). d, Heat maps of H3K9me3 at boundary sites in human
and mouse. e, UCSC Genome Browser shot showing heterochromatin
spreading in the human ES cells (hESC) and IMR90 cells. The two-dimensional
heat map shows the interaction frequency in human ES cells. f, Heat map of
LADs (from ref. 14) surrounding the boundary regions. Scale is the log2 ratio of
DNA adenosine methylation (Dam)–lamin B1 fusion over Dam alone (Dam–
laminB1/Dam).
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Hi-C methods - what can we learn from them?

Cis-regulatory element interactions

Jin 2013

centred on CTCF binding sites tend to occur over a longer range than
other types of cis-elements (Fig. 2g), confirming a recent result obtained
from selected loci20. We also explored the spatial organization of cis-
elements by examining preferential interaction between different classes
of elements. Strongest enrichment was observed between H3K27me3
marked regions (Fig. 2h), consistent with the known compact three-
dimensional structure at this type of repressive chromatin domains21

(for example, Supplementary Fig. 14a). The inactive promoters tend to
interact with regions depleted of enhancers but enriched for repressive
mark H3K27me3 (Fig. 2h), whereas CTCF binding sites loop to both
active and inactive promoters with no preference, as reported previously15.
It is also interesting to observe that CTCF binding sites seem to prefer
promoters over enhancers (Fig. 2h), suggesting a specific role for CTCF
in organizing long-range chromatin interactions to promoters.

Looping interactions between cis-regulatory elements and gene pro-
moters have been shown to be important for transcription regulation
at a number of loci3. The genome-wide identification of chromatin
interactions in the IMR90 cells allowed us to examine this concept
systematically. We first focused on the looping interactions anchored
to gene promoters, and denote the identified interacting sequences as
promoter tethered regions (PTRs) (Fig. 3a). In IMR90 cells, we found
57,585 PTRs identifying 29,132 enhancer–promoter pairs involving
6,133 active promoters and 15,432 distal active enhancers (Supplemen-
tary Data). Only approximately 25% of enhancer–promoter pairs are
within a 50-kb range, and approximately 57% span 100 kb or larger
genomic distance, with a median distance of 124 kb (Fig. 3b). We

assigned 55% of distal enhancers to at least one active promoter, and
25% of enhancers to two or more active promoters (Fig. 3c, left panel).
This result confirms previous observation that promoters and enhan-
cers often form complex networks to regulate transcription15. We fur-
ther reasoned that genes sharing common enhancers (denoted hub
enhancers) are likely to have coordinated gene expression patterns.
Indeed, genes sharing the same nuclear factor kB (NF-kB)-responsive
enhancers are more frequently induced together by TNF-a than
expected by chance (Fig. 3d). As an example, CKAP2L and IL1A are
induced simultaneously by TNF-a although lacking promoter-bound
p65 peaks, and they share overlapping distal PTRs containing multiple
NF-kB binding sites (Fig. 3e). Similar examples can be found in other
gene clusters co-induced by TNF-a treatment (Supplementary Fig. 19).
These results therefore provide a molecular mechanism for coordi-
nated gene expression of neighbouring genes.

Interestingly, 46% of the active genes do not interact with any distal
enhancer (Fig. 3c, right panel). Gene ontology analysis showed that
these genes are enriched with housekeeping genes (Supplementary
Fig. 20a). The remaining 54% of the active promoters demonstrate
extensive looping interacting with enhancers (average 4.75 enhancers
per gene, Fig. 3c, right panel), and they are enriched with genes related
to biological pathways such as signal transduction (Supplementary
Fig. 20b). This analysis suggests that housekeeping genes, despite being
highly transcribed, do not engage a lot of distal regulatory elements.
Conversely, genes involved in cell-specific functions are under exten-
sive control of distal regulator sequences.
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Figure 1 | Fine mapping of
chromatin interactions in IMR90
cells. a, An illustration of the Hi-C
data analysis procedure to identify
regions interacting with a selected
genomic region, such as the CCL2
locus, highlighted in yellow
(Supplementary Methods).
b, Genome-browser shot of the CCL2
locus showing the results from Hi-C,
ChIP-seq and GRO-seq experiments.
Each bar in the top two tracks are
either Hi-C reads count (dark
brown) or expected frequency (light
brown) from a fragment to CCL2
locus (highlighted in yellow and
orange filled box). Black filled boxes
are regions interacting with CCL2
called by the peak calling algorithm
same as the black filled boxes in
a. Light blue shadows highlight the
enhancer and CTCF locations from
ChIP-seq data. Induction of CCL2 by
TNF-a is shown in the GRO-seq
tracks. c, Validation of the DNA
looping interactions with CCL2 using
3C assays. Yellow, anchor fragments
in Hi-C or 3C (asterisk). Error bar:
s.d. from 3 technical replicates.
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Study design

Signal declines very quickly with 
increasing genomic distance

Count noise...

Depending on the question we ask 
we would need appropriate 

sequencing depth

of the genome inferred from Hi-C. More gen-
erally, a strong correlation was observed between
the number of Hi-C readsmij and the 3D distance
between locus i and locus j as measured by FISH
[Spearman’s r = –0.916, P = 0.00003 (fig. S3)],
suggesting that Hi-C read count may serve as a
proxy for distance.

Upon close examination of the Hi-C data, we
noted that pairs of loci in compartment B showed
a consistently higher interaction frequency at a
given genomic distance than pairs of loci in com-
partment A (fig. S4). This suggests that compart-
ment B is more densely packed (15). The FISH
data are consistent with this observation; loci in
compartment B exhibited a stronger tendency for
close spatial localization.

To explore whether the two spatial compart-
ments correspond to known features of the ge-
nome, we compared the compartments identified
in our 1-Mb correlation maps with known genetic
and epigenetic features. Compartment A correlates
strongly with the presence of genes (Spearman’s
r = 0.431, P < 10–137), higher expression [via
genome-wide mRNA expression, Spearman’s
r = 0.476, P < 10–145 (fig. S5)], and accessible
chromatin [as measured by deoxyribonuclease I
(DNAseI) sensitivity, Spearman’s r = 0.651, P
negligible] (16, 17). Compartment A also shows
enrichment for both activating (H3K36 trimethyl-
ation, Spearman’s r = 0.601, P < 10–296) and
repressive (H3K27 trimethylation, Spearman’s
r = 0.282, P < 10–56) chromatin marks (18).

We repeated the above analysis at a resolution
of 100 kb (Fig. 3G) and saw that, although the
correlation of compartment A with all other ge-
nomic and epigenetic features remained strong
(Spearman’s r > 0.4, P negligible), the correla-
tion with the sole repressive mark, H3K27 trimeth-
ylation, was dramatically attenuated (Spearman’s
r = 0.046, P < 10–15). On the basis of these re-
sults we concluded that compartment A is more
closely associated with open, accessible, actively
transcribed chromatin.

We repeated our experiment with K562 cells,
an erythroleukemia cell line with an aberrant kar-
yotype (19). We again observed two compart-
ments; these were similar in composition to those
observed in GM06990 cells [Pearson’s r = 0.732,

Fig. 4. The local packing of
chromatin is consistent with the
behavior of a fractal globule. (A)
Contact probability as a function
of genomic distance averaged
across the genome (blue) shows
a power law scaling between
500 kb and 7 Mb (shaded re-
gion) with a slope of –1.08 (fit
shown in cyan). (B) Simulation
results for contact probability as
a function of distance (1 mono-
mer ~ 6 nucleosomes ~ 1200
base pairs) (10) for equilibrium
(red) and fractal (blue) globules.
The slope for a fractal globule is
very nearly –1 (cyan), confirm-
ing our prediction (10). The slope
for an equilibrium globule is –3/2,
matching prior theoretical expec-
tations. The slope for the fractal
globule closely resembles the slope
we observed in the genome. (C)
(Top) An unfolded polymer chain,
4000 monomers (4.8 Mb) long.
Coloration corresponds to distance
from one endpoint, ranging from
blue to cyan, green, yellow, or-
ange, and red. (Middle) An equi-
librium globule. The structure is
highly entangled; loci that are
nearby along the contour (sim-
ilar color) need not be nearby in
3D. (Bottom) A fractal globule.
Nearby loci along the contour
tend to be nearby in 3D, leading
to monochromatic blocks both
on the surface and in cross sec-
tion. The structure lacks knots.
(D) Genome architecture at three
scales. (Top) Two compartments,
corresponding to open and closed
chromatin, spatially partition the
genome. Chromosomes (blue, cyan,
green) occupy distinct territories.
(Middle) Individual chromosomes
weave back and forth between
the open and closed chromatin
compartments. (Bottom) At the
scale of single megabases, the chromosome consists of a series of fractal globules.
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Study design - sequencing depth
‘personal observations’

1 Mb resolution, mammalian genome 1 lane of Hi-Seq per replicate 
should allow for comparative analysis of inter-chromosomal interactions 

(yield ~ 70M usable reads)

The same sequencing depth should allow for attempts in comparative 
analysis at 10 kb bin level (including ‘local’ interactions only - up to 1Mb)
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.
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We can (should) perform normalization
Excellent news: we are genome-wide in this assay!
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generating 29 million reads linking 1.67 million potential HindIII 
restriction fragments and 28 million reads linking 1.5 million NcoI 
restriction fragments10. We survey several potential sources for 
biases in the complex Hi-C experimental procedure and demon-
strate how these biases affect the two replicate experiments under 
study (Fig. 1). As the strongest phenomenon affecting global con-
tact probabilities is the chromosomal territory effect, we study 
biases affecting interchromosomal (trans) contacts separately from 
those affecting intrachromosomal (cis) contacts.

We first observed that part of the Hi-C sequence pairs is likely to 
represent ligation products between nonspecific cleavage sites rather 
than restriction fragment ends. As shown (Fig. 1a,b), 22% of the trans 
read-pairs in the HindIII experiment and 12% in the NcoI experiment 
were mapped with a generally uniform distribution over the restric-
tion fragments, in contrast to the majority of reads that mapped with 
the expected distribution within 500 bp (the size selection parameter) 
of the nearest restriction site. The cleavage and ligation events that 
generated these reads are unlikely to have occurred on cutter sites. We 
therefore discard them from downstream analysis. Another potential 
source of Hi-C bias is the length of restriction fragments (in other 
words, the distance between adjacent cutter sites). For example, 
long and short fragments may have variable ligation efficiencies or 
 compete differently on ligations with cis and trans fragment ends 

(Fig. 1c). As shown (Fig. 1d), restriction fragment lengths are indeed 
correlated with trans-contact probabilities. Notably, although the 
effect is nonlinear (and the fragment pools in the two experiments 
are different), the bias is highly reproducible (HindIII versus NcoI 
element-wise Spearman’s  = 0.96). The effect of fragment lengths 
on cis-contact probabilities was also reproducible between experi-
ments but was shown to be markedly different from the trans effect 
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

A known major source of bias in sequencing experiments is the 
nucleotide composition of the DNA under study12,13. We outline key 
steps in the Hi-C procedure that are likely to be affected by the GC con-
tent near the ligated fragment ends (Fig. 1e). Analysis of the correlation 
between the GC content of the 200 bp next to the restriction site and the 
probability of trans contact (Fig. 1f) shows that GC content is a source 
of incompatibility between the replicates. The GC-content bias maps for 
the HindIII and NcoI data sets were inversely correlated (element-wise 

 = !0.14), providing a partial explanation for a global low correla-
tion between the derived trans-contact maps. A final genomic variable 
affecting trans-contact probabilities in a purely technical fashion is the 
mappability (or genomic uniqueness, see Online Methods) of the frag-
ment ends (Fig. 1g). Mappability is predicted and confirmed (Fig. 1h) 
to have a linear effect on the estimated trans-contact probabilities. In  
summary, we characterize several sources of potential systematic bias  
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Figure 1 Sources of Hi-C biases. (a,b) Spurious 
ligation products. Hi-C ligation products (shown 
schematically in a) are expected to map near 
restriction sites because of size selection. The sum 
of distances from mapped Hi-C sequences to the 
nearest restriction sites was computed for each  
Hi-C paired read, and the distribution of distances 
was reconstructed (b). Two distinct populations 
of reads are observed, one distributed as expected for normally ligated and size-selected products (HindIII 78%, NcoI 88%) and one including 
reads mapped farther away from restriction sites. (c,d) Fragment lengths and ligation efficiency. Restriction fragments of different lengths are shown 
schematically in c and can be hypothesized to affect crosslinking and ligation efficiency. The trans Hi-C coverage enrichment is defined as the ratio 
between the observed number of trans contacts and the total number of assayed fragment pairs. Shown are coverage enrichments for all of the fragment 
ends, binned into 20 equal-sized bins according to fragment length (x and y axes). Similar trends are observed for the HindIII and NcoI experiments. 
(e,f) Local GC content and Hi-C coverage. Ligation product processing and sequencing may be biased by GC content (e). Trans-contact enrichments (f)  
stratified according to the GC content of the 200 bp near the restriction fragment ends show intense and contrasting GC biases for the HindIII and 
NcoI experiments. (g,h) Effect of sequence uniqueness. Different fractions of uniquely mappable short tags are observed next to restriction sites (g). As 
shown in h, this has a direct empirical linear effect on Hi-C coverage.

1. Identify sources of biases: RF length, mapability and CG content
2. Normalize

Yaffe and Tanay 2011



2nd approach - first step

1. Do not try to identify sources of biases but learn their effect from data (coverage)
2. Normalize for the coverage

Lieberman-Aiden 2009
Kalhor 2012

Kalhor et al.   Supplementary information 
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the matrix was normalized by the total number of ligations involving the two segments 

that form the contact: 
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where fi,j is the contact frequency (i.e., normalized ligation frequency) between segments 

i and j,  each term in the denominator is the total number of all contacts (i.e., ligation 

products) of the involved segments, and the double summation in the numerator is the 

total number of all contacts, a constant which applies to all pairs and can be modified for 

individual analyses. The resulting matrix (FK) generates the genome-wide contact 

frequency map. Other studies have used a similar normalization procedure to obtain 

contact frequency matrices11, 16. The portion of the genome-wide contact frequency map 

that contains the intra-chromosomal contact frequencies of a chromosome would be the 

intra-chromosomal contact frequency map of that chromosome. 

Correlation maps 

The normalization described above is not sufficient when comparing the intra-

chromosomal contact profiles. This insufficiency is due to the fact that the DNA chain 

constrains the positions of the segments on the same chromosome relative to each 

other, and as a result, the frequency of contact between two segments on a 

chromosome depends on their distance. A correlation map compares the intra-

chromosomal contact profiles of all the segments on a chromosome. Therefore, to 

generate such correlation maps, it is necessary to take the DNA chain effect into 

account. Without an adjustment, the local (short-range) contacts, which are most 

frequent due to the constraining effect of the DNA chain, would dominate the analysis.  

Nature Biotechnology: doi:10.1038/nbt.2057
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2nd approach ‘ICE’ - complete

1. Do not try to identify sources of biases but learn their effect from data (coverage)
2. Normalize for the coverage in an iterative fashion 

Imakaev 2012

doi:10.1038/nmeth.2148 NATURE METHODS

higher coverage. For between-data set comparisons, we remove 
from consideration any bin that does not pass the filters or does 
not have any counts in either data set.

We perform iterative correction on the resulting contact maps 
to obtain biases Bi and ‘true’ Tij relative contact probabilities by 
explicitly solving the system of equations:

O B B T

T

ij i j ij

i i j
N

ij1 1 1,| |

The summation is over elements of column i, Oij is the map of 
DS reads and N is the number of bins. Because an experiment 
represents a sample from a distribution of possible interactions, 
the observed interaction frequency is a realization Oij ~ f( ij) 
from some distribution f (for example, a Poisson distribution). 
For a range of distributions, the maximum-likelihood solution for 
Bi under these constraints is the solution of the above equation, 
which can be found by the simple iterative procedure described 
below. After the vector of biases is computed, the corrected map 
of relative contact probabilities is obtained by Tij = Oij/(BiBj) 
(Supplementary Fig. 16 and Supplementary Note).

Algorithmically, the iterative correction is implemented as 
follows. We start by creating a working copy of the matrix Oij, 
denoted Wij as the iterative process gradually changes this matrix 
to Tij. We initialize the iterative procedure by setting each element 
of the vector of total biases B to 1. We begin each iteration by 
calculating the coverage Si = jWij. Next, additional biases Bi 
are calculated by renormalizing Si to have the unit mean Bi =  
Si/mean(Si). We then divide Wij by Bi Bj for all (i,j) and update 
the total vector of biases by multiplying by the additional biases. 
Iterations are repeated until the variance of the additional biases 
becomes negligible; at this point Wij has converged to Tij.

For many maps, iterative correction converges in around 10 
iterations (Supplementary Fig. 15). For certain cases, however, 
further iterations are required to pull in the outliers, particularly 
bins with poor visibility. Throughout the paper, we use 50 itera-
tions for iterative correction; this is twice the number required 
for the worst case encountered. The initial uniform bias vector 
is chosen such that after the first iteration, the estimated bias 
vector is in fact the maximum-likelihood estimate of factoriz-
able biases without the constraint of uniform visibility. We note 
that iterative correction can be extended to incorporate SS reads 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). SS reads are used to supplement DS 
reads in calculating the coverage profile.

Calculating scaling of the contact probability. To plot contact 
probability as a function of genomic separation (Fig. 2e), we first 
divide all possible separations (400 kb–150 Mb) into logarith-
mically sized bins, which grow in size by a factor of 1.2 and are 
rounded to the nearest integer. For each logarithmic bin, we then 
calculate the mean value of Hi-C contact map in this range of sep-
arations, excluding bins that were filtered out or had no counts. 
For this calculation, chromosomal arms are treated separately, 
and interchromosomal data were not considered.

Obtaining a corrected interchromosomal contact map. To 
obtain a corrected binned interchromosomal contact map, we 
start with a filtered genome-wide contact map. We then substitute 

intrachromosomal contacts with pseudo-contacts, which simpli-
fies further analysis and permits the use of multiple statistical 
tools. Pseudo-contacts for every intrachromosomal position (i,j) 
of the map are chosen randomly and uniformly from interchro-
mosomal contacts of the corresponding row and column, and are 
added symmetrically. The resulting genome-wide map is then 
iteratively corrected. Because original pseudo-counts are affected 
by biases, we redraw pseudo-counts from the iteratively corrected 
map and repeat iterative correction. This procedure is repeated 
three times and ensures consistent and unbiased pseudo-counts. 
Pseudo-contacts obtained this way are visually indistinguishable 
from the rest of the map and introduce negligible noise to the 
computed eigenvectors (Spearman r = 0.998 between two reali-
zations). This method for generating pseudo-contacts preserves 
the structure of the sampling noise and thus avoids the intro-
duction of spurious correlations between bins on the same chro-
mosome. A similar pseudo-count approach can be used to mask 
visible translocations in rearranged genomes. For the mouse Hi-C 
data set, chromosome 13 has three clear translocations; correla-
tions with genomic features and average inter-arm maps were 
calculated after masking these translocations. Omitting mouse  
chromosome 13 from the analysis led to similar results.

Eigenvector analysis of interchromosomal contact map. 
Eigenvector analysis of a corrected interchromosomal contact 
map T involves expanding the matrix as a sum of outer products 
between eigenvectors, Eik, weighted by their eigenvalues:

T E E Tij k i
k

j
k

k

where <T> denotes the mean value of the matrix, and the mag-
nitude of the eigenvalue k describes the amount of information 
captured by the corresponding eigenvector Ek, where k runs from 
1 to N. Eigenvectors are then sorted by the absolute value of their 
eigenvalues, and eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest 
eigenvalues, E1, E2 and E3, are used for further analysis (Fig. 3). 
Iterative correction is a key prerequisite for eigenvector expansion;  
performing eigenvector expansion (or principal-component 
analysis, PCA) on the raw data entangles biases and eigenvectors, 
making the result nontransparent and bias dependent. Moreover, 
E1 is clearly interpretable as the solution to a linear model of 
chromatin interaction preferences.

We note that eigenvector expansion of iteratively corrected 
interchromosomal data is mathematically equivalent to PCA of 
iteratively corrected data, but not to PCA of uncorrected data 
or PCA of the correlation matrix. The best way to illustrate this 
connection is to follow through the steps of PCA performed on a 
symmetric matrix A with unit marginals, where the sum over any 
row or column of A equals 1. The covariance of matrix A is simply  
a dot product of (A – mean(A)) with itself. As taking the dot 
product of a matrix with itself does not change its eigenvectors, 
eigenvectors obtained from PCA of matrix A will be equivalent to 
the eigenvectors of A with squared eigenvalues. If the matrix was 
not iteratively corrected, this relationship does not hold.

To test the statistical significance of eigenvectors, we re-sample 
the interchromosomal contact map, perform iterative correction 
and compute the resulting eigenspectra; this procedure is repeated 
for 1,000 independent realizations. Re-sampled data for contact 
matrix element (i,j) is generated by drawing from the distribution 

Observed
Biases

True 

‘relative contact 
probabilities’

* diagonal and 1st off-diagonal are removed
  additional filtering required



How does it work algorithmically?
“We start by creating a working copy of the matrix Oij, denoted Wij as the iterative 
process gradually changes this matrix to Tij. 

We initialize the iterative procedure by setting each element of the vector of total 
biases B to 1. We begin each iteration by calculating the coverage 

Si = ΣjWij

Next, additional biases ∆Bi are calculated by renormalizing Si to have the unit 
mean 

         ∆Bi = Si/mean(Si). 

We then 
Wij / ∆Bi∆Bj for all (i,j)

and update the total vector of biases by multiplying by the additional biases. 

Iterations are repeated until the variance of the additional biases becomes 
negligible “

Imakaev 2012
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.
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gels (22, 23), as well as models that combine
these different features (24).

We applied chromosome conformation cap-
ture carbon copy (5C) (25) and Hi-C (7) to study
the spatial organization of human chromosomes
during the cell cycle, revealing two distinct folding
states. Using polymer simulations, we evaluated
existing and new models of metaphase chromo-
some organization. We propose that metaphase
organization can emerge through a two-stage pro-
cess: linear compaction by consecutive chromatin
loops, potentially generated by structural main-
tenance of chromosomes (SMC) complexes, fol-
lowed by axial compression.

Results
Changes in Chromosome Organization
During the Cell Cycle
For our initial studies, we used HeLa S3 cells be-
cause large and homogeneous populations of
these cells at various stages of the cell cycle can
be obtained relatively easily and efficiently (fig. S1).
The HeLa S3 karyotype is complex, but stable.
We focused analyses on intra-chromosomal data
from six chromosomes that appear normal, as
judged by use of spectral karyotyping/multiplex
fluorescence in situ hybridization (SKY/M-FISH)

and Hi-C (figs. S2 and S3). Further, our analyses
use ICE (iterative correction and eigenvector de-
composition) (26), which corrects for biases in
sequencing coverage that may arise from copy-
number alterations.

We used 5C technology to study the organi-
zation of small and un-rearranged chromosome
21 at different time points throughout the cell
cycle (Fig. 1). We interrogated long-range inter-
actions using a pool of 5C primers that cover
the length of chromosome 21 with an average
spacing of 25 kb (27). We studied early-G1 and
mid-G1 cells, thymidine-arrested early S-phase
cells, and nocodazole-arrested prometaphase
(“mitotic”) cultures (Fig. 1 and figs. S1 and S4)
(27). We found that nocodazole treatment up to
12 hours leads to some gradual shortening of
mitotic chromosomes, but Hi-C analyses for 3, 7,
and 12 hours of incubation yield overall very
similar results (fig. S5). Sister chromatid arms are
separate and no longer intertwined in nocodazole-
arrested cells (Fig. 1A).

The interaction patterns for early-G1, mid-G1,
and S-phase are highly correlated with each other
and with the pattern obtained with nonsynchronous
cells [Spearman correlation coefficient (r) > 0.67,
P << 10!10] (Fig. 1A) (27). For these cell-cycle

phases, the interaction maps display similar plaid
patterns of regional enrichment or depletion of
long-range interactions (Fig. 1). A similar plaid
pattern was previously observed for nonsynchro-
nous cells, which are mainly (97%) in interphase,
and has been interpreted to reflect spatial separa-
tion of chromosomes in A/B compartments (7).

In mitotic cells, however, the interaction map
changes dramatically, and the plaid pattern dis-
appears. Themitotic interaction pattern displays a
low correlation with those for all other cell-cycle
phases (Spearman r < 0.27, P << 10!10) (Fig. 1B).
Thus, we identify two distinct chromosome fold-
ing states in the cell cycle.

Loss of Chromosome Compartments and
TADs in Metaphase
Next, we used Hi-C (7) to perform a genome-
wide analysis of the mitotic and mid-G1 states
because these represent the two most distinct
states of the cell cycle (Fig. 2 and fig. S6). We
then used both 5C andHi-C data to study features
of chromosome organization at different levels:
compartments at the chromosome scale, and TADs
at the sub-megabase scale. Using ICE (26), we ob-
tained compartment profiles. In G1, an alternating
compartment profile (Fig. 2B) and preferential
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Fig. 2. Hi-C analysis of chromosome organization in G1 and mitotic cells.
(A) Relative Hi-C contact probability maps for chromosome 17 and an equally sized
82-Mb region of chromosome 4, at 1-Mb resolution.M-phase arrest was at 12 hours
of nocodazole. (B) A/B compartment profile for these regions. (C) Zoom-in of 4-Mb

subregions. (Top) Region of a contact map at 40-kb resolution. (Bottom) TAD signal
for this region. (D) Hi-C contact probability maps for a region of chr14 in interphase
andmetaphase.DisplayedareHeLa-S3-G1,HFF1-NS (nonsynchronous), andpublished
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A high-resolution map of the three-dimensional
chromatin interactome in human cells
Fulai Jin1*, Yan Li1*, Jesse R. Dixon1,2, Siddarth Selvaraj1,3, Zhen Ye1, Ah Young Lee1, Chia-An Yen1, Anthony D. Schmitt1,4,
Celso A. Espinoza1 & Bing Ren1,5

A large number of cis-regulatory sequences have been annotated in
the human genome1,2, but defining their target genes remains a
challenge3. One strategy is to identify the long-range looping inter-
actions at these elements with the use of chromosome conforma-
tion capture (3C)-based techniques4. However, previous studies
lack either the resolution or coverage to permit a whole-genome,
unbiased view of chromatin interactions. Here we report a compre-
hensive chromatin interaction map generated in human fibroblasts
using a genome-wide 3C analysis method (Hi-C)5. We determined
over one million long-range chromatin interactions at 5–10-kb
resolution, and uncovered general principles of chromatin organi-
zation at different types of genomic features. We also characterized
the dynamics of promoter–enhancer contacts after TNF-a signal-
ling in these cells. Unexpectedly, we found that TNF-a-responsive
enhancers are already in contact with their target promoters before
signalling. Such pre-existing chromatin looping, which also exists in
other cell types with different extracellular signalling, is a strong
predictor of gene induction. Our observations suggest that the three-
dimensional chromatin landscape, once established in a particular
cell type, is relatively stable and could influence the selection or acti-
vation of target genes by a ubiquitous transcription activator in a
cell-specific manner.

We carried out Hi-C experiments to study the dynamic chromatin
interactions in a primary human fibroblast cells (IMR90) in response
to transient TNF-a signalling. Hi-C data from IMR90 cells before and
after 1 h TNF-a treatment were combined, to produce a total of approx-
imately 3.4 billion uniquely mapped paired-end reads from 6 biological
replicates in each condition, among which approximately 1.4 billion
are intra-chromosomal reads (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). To
accurately identify chromatin looping interactions with high sensitiv-
ity and resolution, we devised an improved data filtering strategy6

based on the strand orientation of Hi-C paired-end reads (Supplemen-
tary Figs 1–6 and Supplementary Methods), which results in over 500
million high-confidence read pairs (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2),
each representing a legitimate ligation event between two restriction
fragments on the same chromosome. As we recognized that some reads
may be due to random collision events between restriction fragments4,7,
we also estimated the expected frequency between any two restriction
fragments, and then fitted a negative binomial model to assess the
significance of observed contact frequency (Supplementary Methods
and Supplementary Figs 7–9). Compared to previous methods4, our
data analysis method permits detection of chromatin interactions at
short distance. For example, we observed asymmetric distribution of
cis-contacts from highly expressed promoters to the immediate down-
stream gene bodies (Supplementary Fig. 10). This observation is
reminiscent of a recent study showing interactions between a subset
of exons and their promoters8. Interestingly, although such bias at
promoters is correlated with elongation of RNA polymerase II, it

remains when transcription elongation is blocked by the positive
transcription elongation factor b (P-TEFb) inhibitor flavopiridol (Sup-
plementary Fig. 11), suggesting that the maintenance of promoter–
gene-body contacts is independent of active transcription.

To accurately map at high resolution the chromatin interactions
genome-wide, we devised an algorithm (Supplementary Fig. 12) to
identify statistically significant looping interactions centred on a given
genomic region from Hi-C contact matrix (Fig. 1a). We applied this
method to the CCL2 (chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2) locus, and were
able to determine the distal enhancers and CTCF (a chromatin organ-
izer) binding sites interacting with the CCL2 promoter (Fig. 1a, b). Our
algorithm also identified a number of previously reported long-range
chromatin interactions at the homoebox A (HoxA) gene cluster9 and
the sonic hedgehog (SHH) locus10, which were not readily observable
from lower resolution analysis (Supplementary Figs 13 and 14). We
then performed conventional 3C experiments to validate six pairs of
long-range interactions identified at five different genes, and the
results confirmed the reliability of our method (Fig. 1c and Sup-
plementary Fig. 15).

We next applied the above algorithm to the 518,032 anchor regions
in the human genome, with each containing one or a few HindIII restric-
tion fragments (fragments shorter than 2 kilobases (kb) are merged)
(Fig. 2a), and uncovered a total of 1,116,312 chromatin interactions
with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.1 (Supplementary Data). We
found that strong interactions supported by lower P values and higher
contact frequencies are more reproducible between biological repli-
cates (Supplementary Fig. 16). As interactions between loci separated
by more than 2 megbases (Mb) are very rare (Fig. 2c), we limit our
search to this genomic span. The sizes of the identified interacting
DNA loci range from several hundred base pairs to over 50 kb, with
a median of 10.5 kb (Fig. 2b). We were able to identify chromatin
interactions that span a genomic distance from several hundred base
pairs to over 1 million base pairs (Fig. 2c). Consistent with previous
reports that the genome is partitioned into megabase-sized topological
domains11–13, we found that a majority of the identified chromatin
interactions in the IMR90 cells are located within the same topological
domains (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 18).

We next characterized the chromatin interactions centred on the
cis-elements annotated in the IMR90 cell genome14 (Supplementary
Data). Chromatin looping interactions are significantly enriched at cis-
regulatory elements, particularly active promoters, enhancers and
CTCF binding sites, and are rare at inactive transcription start sites
(TSSs) or regions with repressive chromatin domains marked by
H3K27me3 (Fig. 2e, f)15; notably, both active and poised enhancers
(distinguished be the status of H3K27ac)16–18 are found equally likely to
engage looping interactions (Fig. 2e, f), raising the possibility that DNA
looping could take place after priming of enhancers by H3K4me1 but
before further activation19. Interestingly, the chromatin interactions

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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centred on CTCF binding sites tend to occur over a longer range than
other types of cis-elements (Fig. 2g), confirming a recent result obtained
from selected loci20. We also explored the spatial organization of cis-
elements by examining preferential interaction between different classes
of elements. Strongest enrichment was observed between H3K27me3
marked regions (Fig. 2h), consistent with the known compact three-
dimensional structure at this type of repressive chromatin domains21

(for example, Supplementary Fig. 14a). The inactive promoters tend to
interact with regions depleted of enhancers but enriched for repressive
mark H3K27me3 (Fig. 2h), whereas CTCF binding sites loop to both
active and inactive promoters with no preference, as reported previously15.
It is also interesting to observe that CTCF binding sites seem to prefer
promoters over enhancers (Fig. 2h), suggesting a specific role for CTCF
in organizing long-range chromatin interactions to promoters.

Looping interactions between cis-regulatory elements and gene pro-
moters have been shown to be important for transcription regulation
at a number of loci3. The genome-wide identification of chromatin
interactions in the IMR90 cells allowed us to examine this concept
systematically. We first focused on the looping interactions anchored
to gene promoters, and denote the identified interacting sequences as
promoter tethered regions (PTRs) (Fig. 3a). In IMR90 cells, we found
57,585 PTRs identifying 29,132 enhancer–promoter pairs involving
6,133 active promoters and 15,432 distal active enhancers (Supplemen-
tary Data). Only approximately 25% of enhancer–promoter pairs are
within a 50-kb range, and approximately 57% span 100 kb or larger
genomic distance, with a median distance of 124 kb (Fig. 3b). We

assigned 55% of distal enhancers to at least one active promoter, and
25% of enhancers to two or more active promoters (Fig. 3c, left panel).
This result confirms previous observation that promoters and enhan-
cers often form complex networks to regulate transcription15. We fur-
ther reasoned that genes sharing common enhancers (denoted hub
enhancers) are likely to have coordinated gene expression patterns.
Indeed, genes sharing the same nuclear factor kB (NF-kB)-responsive
enhancers are more frequently induced together by TNF-a than
expected by chance (Fig. 3d). As an example, CKAP2L and IL1A are
induced simultaneously by TNF-a although lacking promoter-bound
p65 peaks, and they share overlapping distal PTRs containing multiple
NF-kB binding sites (Fig. 3e). Similar examples can be found in other
gene clusters co-induced by TNF-a treatment (Supplementary Fig. 19).
These results therefore provide a molecular mechanism for coordi-
nated gene expression of neighbouring genes.

Interestingly, 46% of the active genes do not interact with any distal
enhancer (Fig. 3c, right panel). Gene ontology analysis showed that
these genes are enriched with housekeeping genes (Supplementary
Fig. 20a). The remaining 54% of the active promoters demonstrate
extensive looping interacting with enhancers (average 4.75 enhancers
per gene, Fig. 3c, right panel), and they are enriched with genes related
to biological pathways such as signal transduction (Supplementary
Fig. 20b). This analysis suggests that housekeeping genes, despite being
highly transcribed, do not engage a lot of distal regulatory elements.
Conversely, genes involved in cell-specific functions are under exten-
sive control of distal regulator sequences.
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Figure 1 | Fine mapping of
chromatin interactions in IMR90
cells. a, An illustration of the Hi-C
data analysis procedure to identify
regions interacting with a selected
genomic region, such as the CCL2
locus, highlighted in yellow
(Supplementary Methods).
b, Genome-browser shot of the CCL2
locus showing the results from Hi-C,
ChIP-seq and GRO-seq experiments.
Each bar in the top two tracks are
either Hi-C reads count (dark
brown) or expected frequency (light
brown) from a fragment to CCL2
locus (highlighted in yellow and
orange filled box). Black filled boxes
are regions interacting with CCL2
called by the peak calling algorithm
same as the black filled boxes in
a. Light blue shadows highlight the
enhancer and CTCF locations from
ChIP-seq data. Induction of CCL2 by
TNF-a is shown in the GRO-seq
tracks. c, Validation of the DNA
looping interactions with CCL2 using
3C assays. Yellow, anchor fragments
in Hi-C or 3C (asterisk). Error bar:
s.d. from 3 technical replicates.
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Figure 3. We Identify Thousands of Chromatin Loops Genome-wide Using a Local Background Model
(A) We identify peaks by detecting pixels that are enrichedwith respect to four local neighborhoods (blowout): horizontal (blue), vertical (green), lower-left (yellow),

and donut (black). These ‘‘peak’’ pixels indicate the presence of a loop and are marked with blue circles (radius = 20 kb) in the lower-left of each heatmap. The

number of raw contacts at each peak is indicated. Left: primary GM12878 map; Right: replicate; annotations are completely independent. All contact matrices in

this and subsequent figures are 10 kb resolution unless noted.

(B) Overlap in peak annotations between replicates.

(C) Top: location of 3D-FISH probes used to verify a peak in the chromosome 17 contact map. Bottom: example cell.

(legend continued on next page)
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.
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Isolation of TADs - directionality index (DI)

share this feature of classical insulators. A classical boundary element
is also known to stop the spread of heterochromatin. Therefore, we
examined the distribution of the heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 in
humans and mice in relation to the topological domains12,13. Indeed,
we observe a clear segregation of H3K9me3 at the boundary regions
that occurs predominately in differentiated cells (Fig. 2d, e and
Supplementary Fig. 11). As the boundaries that we analysed in

Fig. 2d are present in both pluripotent cells and their differentiated
progeny, the topological domains and boundaries appear to pre-mark
the end points of heterochromatic spreading. Therefore, the domains
do not seem to be a consequence of the formation of heterochromatin.
Taken together, the above observations strongly suggest that the topo-
logical domain boundaries correlate with regions of the genome dis-
playing classical insulator and barrier element activity, thus revealing a
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Figure 1 | Topological domains in the mouse ES cell genome. a, Normalized
Hi-C interaction frequencies displayed as a two-dimensional heat map
overlayed on ChIP-seq data (from Y. Shen et al., manuscript in preparation),
directionality index (DI), HMM bias state calls, and domains. For both
directionality index and HMM state calls, downstream bias (red) and upstream
bias (green) are indicated. b, Schematic illustrating topological domains and
resulting directional bias. c, Distribution of the directionality index (absolute
value, in blue) compared to random (red). d, Mean interaction frequencies at all
genomic distances between 40 kb to 2 Mb. Above 40 kb, the intra- versus inter-
domain interaction frequencies are significantly different (P , 0.005, Wilcoxon
test). e, Box plot of all interaction frequencies at 80-kb distance. Intra-domain
interactions are enriched for high-frequency interactions. f–i, Diagram of intra-
domain (f) and inter-domain FISH probes (g) and the genomic distance
between pairs (h). i, Bar chart of the squared inter-probe distance (from ref. 6)
FISH probe pairs. mESC, mouse ES cell. Error bars indicate standard error
(n 5 100 for each probe pair).
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Figure 2 | Topological boundaries demonstrate classical insulator or
barrier element features. a, Two-dimensional heat map surrounding the Hoxa
locus and CS5 insulator in IMR90 cells. b, Enrichment of CTCF at boundary
regions. c, The portion of CTCF binding sites that are considered ‘associated’
with a boundary (within 620-kb window is used as the expected uncertainty
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spreading in the human ES cells (hESC) and IMR90 cells. The two-dimensional
heat map shows the interaction frequency in human ES cells. f, Heat map of
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map from the same 40kb bin to the downstream 2Mb, and E, the expected number of 

reads under the null hypothesis, is equal to (A + B)/2. 

 

Eq. 1   

 

 The directionality index is based on the chi-squared test statistic, where the null 

hypothesis is that each bin is equally likely to interact with the regions upstream and 

downstream of it.  Bins that show a directional bias have a directionality index 

proportional to the degree of bias, with more biased bins having a higher magnitude of 

directionality index.  We use a 40kb bin size and a 2Mb because these parameters 

maximize the reproducibility of the DI and the domain calls while retaining a sufficiently 

high resolution to identify domains and boundary regions.  

To generate a random directionality index, we randomized the direction either 

upstream or downstream of every read pair that mapped to a given bin and calculated the 

directionality index with the randomized directions.  Bins with large random 

directionality indexes are virtually absent by chance, with less than 1% of the absolute 

value of random DI being greater than 6.57. 

We consider the directionality index as an observation and believe that the “true” 

hidden directionality bias (DB) can be determined using a hidden Markov model (HMM). 

The HMM assumes that the directionality index observations are following a mixture of 

Gaussians and then predicts the states as “Upstream Bias”, “Downstream Bias” or “No 
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Supplementary Figure 28. HMM with mixture of Gaussian output. Each 40kb bin i 
along a chromosome having n bins has an observed Directionality Indexes (“Observed” 
DI) and a hidden Directionality Biases (“Hidden” DB, shown in the figure as states 1, 2, 
or 3 for simplicity).  Assuming that the observed DI’s are a mixture of Gaussians, we 
determine DB state (1, 2 or 3) at bin i. 
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or 3 for simplicity).  Assuming that the observed DI’s are a mixture of Gaussians, we 
determine DB state (1, 2 or 3) at bin i. 
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Figure 2. Virtual 4C Profiles Validate the Hi-C Genome-wide Map
(A) A normalized contact map for a 14 Mb region in chromosome 3R spanning the ANT-C and BX-C loci. A linear H3K27me3 ChIP-seq profile (Kharchenko et al.,

2011) spanning the same region is shown above. The 10 Mb contact between the ANT-C and BX-C Hox loci is indicated.

(B) Virtual 4C domainograms generated from the Hi-C dataset, using the BX-C (top panel) or ANT-C (middle panel) locus as bait, and assessing interactions with

the remainder of chromosome 3R. The x axis denotes the genomic position of the assessed interacting region; the y axis is the size of the window used to assess
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‘A ‘‘corner score’’ matrix, 
indicating each pixel’s likelihood 
of lying at the corner of a domain, 
is efficiently calculated from the 
arrowhead matrix using dynamic 

programming.’
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Figure 2. The Genome Is Partitioned into Contact Domains that Segregate into Nuclear Subcompartments Corresponding to Different
Patterns of Histone Modifications
(A) We annotate thousands of domains across the genome (left, black highlight). To do so, we define an arrowhead matrix A (right) such that Ai,i+d = (M*i,i-d –

M*i,i+d)/(M*i,i-d + M*i,i+d), where M* is the normalized contact matrix. This transformation replaces domains with an arrowhead-shaped motif pointing toward the

domain’s upper-left corner (example in yellow); we identify these arrowheads using dynamic programming. See Experimental Procedures.

(B) Pearson correlation matrices of the histone mark signal between pairs of loci inside and within 100 kb of a domain. Left: H3K36me3; Right: H3K27me3.

(C) Conserved contact domains on chromosome 3 in GM12878 (left) and IMR90 (right). In GM12878, the highlighted domain (gray) is enriched for H3K27me3 and

depleted for H3K36me3. In IMR90, the situation is reversed. Marks at flanking domains are the same in both: the domain to the left is enriched for H3K36me3 and

the domain to the right is enriched for H3K27me3. The flanking domains have long-range contact patterns that differ from one another and are preserved in both

(legend continued on next page)
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.

Good alignment

Mapping to RF* within the correct 
distance

Mapping not too close to each other
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in this way by using principal component analysis.
For all but two chromosomes, the first principal
component (PC) clearly corresponded to the plaid
pattern (positive values defining one set, negative
values the other) (fig. S1). For chromosomes 4 and
5, the first PC corresponded to the two chromo-
some arms, but the second PC corresponded to the
plaid pattern. The entries of the PC vector reflected
the sharp transitions from compartment to com-
partment observed within the plaid heatmaps.
Moreover, the plaid patterns within each chromo-
some were consistent across chromosomes: the

labels (A and B) could be assigned on each
chromosome so that sets on different chromo-
somes carrying the same label had correlated
contact profiles, and those carrying different labels
had anticorrelated contact profiles (Fig. 3D). These
results imply that the entire genome can be par-
titioned into two spatial compartments such that
greater interaction occurswithin each compartment
rather than across compartments.

TheHi-C data imply that regions tend be closer
in space if they belong to the same compartment
(Aversus B) than if they do not. We tested this by

using 3D-FISH to probe four loci (L1, L2, L3, and
L4) on chromosome 14 that alternate between the
two compartments (L1 and L3 in compartment A;
L2 and L4 in compartment B) (Fig. 3, E and F).
3D-FISH showed that L3 tends to be closer to
L1 than to L2, despite the fact that L2 lies be-
tween L1 and L3 in the linear genome sequence
(Fig. 3E). Similarly, we found that L2 is closer to
L4 than to L3 (Fig. 3F). Comparable results were
obtained for four consecutive loci on chromosome
22 (fig. S2, A and B). Taken together, these obser-
vations confirm the spatial compartmentalization

A B C D

E F G H

Fig. 3. The nucleus is segregated into two compartments corresponding
to open and closed chromatin. (A) Map of chromosome 14 at a resolution
of 1 Mb exhibits substructure in the form of an intense diagonal and a
constellation of large blocks (three experiments combined; range from 0
to 200 reads). Tick marks appear every 10 Mb. (B) The observed/expected
matrix shows loci with either more (red) or less (blue) interactions than
would be expected, given their genomic distance (range from 0.2 to 5).
(C) Correlation matrix illustrates the correlation [range from – (blue) to
+1 (red)] between the intrachromosomal interaction profiles of every pair
of 1-Mb loci along chromosome 14. The plaid pattern indicates the
presence of two compartments within the chromosome. (D) Interchromo-
somal correlation map for chromosome 14 and chromosome 20 [range
from –0.25 (blue) to 0.25 (red)]. The unalignable region around the cen-
tromere of chromosome 20 is indicated in gray. Each compartment on
chromosome 14 has a counterpart on chromosome 20 with a very similar

genome-wide interaction pattern. (E and F) We designed probes for four
loci (L1, L2, L3, and L4) that lie consecutively along chromosome 14 but
alternate between the two compartments [L1 and L3 in (compartment A);
L2 and L4 in (compartment B)]. (E) L3 (blue) was consistently closer to L1
(green) than to L2 (red), despite the fact that L2 lies between L1 and L3
in the primary sequence of the genome. This was confirmed visually and
by plotting the cumulative distribution. (F) L2 (green) was consistently
closer to L4 (red) than to L3 (blue). (G) Correlation map of chromosome
14 at a resolution of 100 kb. The PC (eigenvector) correlates with the
distribution of genes and with features of open chromatin. (H) A 31-Mb
window from chromosome 14 is shown; the indicated region (yellow
dashes) alternates between the open and the closed compartments in
GM06990 (top, eigenvector and heatmap) but is predominantly open in
K562 (bottom, eigenvector and heatmap). The change in compartmen-
talization corresponds to a shift in chromatin state (DNAseI).
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The isolation of compartments

in this way by using principal component analysis.
For all but two chromosomes, the first principal
component (PC) clearly corresponded to the plaid
pattern (positive values defining one set, negative
values the other) (fig. S1). For chromosomes 4 and
5, the first PC corresponded to the two chromo-
some arms, but the second PC corresponded to the
plaid pattern. The entries of the PC vector reflected
the sharp transitions from compartment to com-
partment observed within the plaid heatmaps.
Moreover, the plaid patterns within each chromo-
some were consistent across chromosomes: the

labels (A and B) could be assigned on each
chromosome so that sets on different chromo-
somes carrying the same label had correlated
contact profiles, and those carrying different labels
had anticorrelated contact profiles (Fig. 3D). These
results imply that the entire genome can be par-
titioned into two spatial compartments such that
greater interaction occurswithin each compartment
rather than across compartments.

TheHi-C data imply that regions tend be closer
in space if they belong to the same compartment
(Aversus B) than if they do not. We tested this by

using 3D-FISH to probe four loci (L1, L2, L3, and
L4) on chromosome 14 that alternate between the
two compartments (L1 and L3 in compartment A;
L2 and L4 in compartment B) (Fig. 3, E and F).
3D-FISH showed that L3 tends to be closer to
L1 than to L2, despite the fact that L2 lies be-
tween L1 and L3 in the linear genome sequence
(Fig. 3E). Similarly, we found that L2 is closer to
L4 than to L3 (Fig. 3F). Comparable results were
obtained for four consecutive loci on chromosome
22 (fig. S2, A and B). Taken together, these obser-
vations confirm the spatial compartmentalization
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Fig. 3. The nucleus is segregated into two compartments corresponding
to open and closed chromatin. (A) Map of chromosome 14 at a resolution
of 1 Mb exhibits substructure in the form of an intense diagonal and a
constellation of large blocks (three experiments combined; range from 0
to 200 reads). Tick marks appear every 10 Mb. (B) The observed/expected
matrix shows loci with either more (red) or less (blue) interactions than
would be expected, given their genomic distance (range from 0.2 to 5).
(C) Correlation matrix illustrates the correlation [range from – (blue) to
+1 (red)] between the intrachromosomal interaction profiles of every pair
of 1-Mb loci along chromosome 14. The plaid pattern indicates the
presence of two compartments within the chromosome. (D) Interchromo-
somal correlation map for chromosome 14 and chromosome 20 [range
from –0.25 (blue) to 0.25 (red)]. The unalignable region around the cen-
tromere of chromosome 20 is indicated in gray. Each compartment on
chromosome 14 has a counterpart on chromosome 20 with a very similar

genome-wide interaction pattern. (E and F) We designed probes for four
loci (L1, L2, L3, and L4) that lie consecutively along chromosome 14 but
alternate between the two compartments [L1 and L3 in (compartment A);
L2 and L4 in (compartment B)]. (E) L3 (blue) was consistently closer to L1
(green) than to L2 (red), despite the fact that L2 lies between L1 and L3
in the primary sequence of the genome. This was confirmed visually and
by plotting the cumulative distribution. (F) L2 (green) was consistently
closer to L4 (red) than to L3 (blue). (G) Correlation map of chromosome
14 at a resolution of 100 kb. The PC (eigenvector) correlates with the
distribution of genes and with features of open chromatin. (H) A 31-Mb
window from chromosome 14 is shown; the indicated region (yellow
dashes) alternates between the open and the closed compartments in
GM06990 (top, eigenvector and heatmap) but is predominantly open in
K562 (bottom, eigenvector and heatmap). The change in compartmen-
talization corresponds to a shift in chromatin state (DNAseI).
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We apply eigen() function on the data
Visual inspection - which eigen vector corresponds best

sign: choice between A and B annotation is based on 
the overall expression

Lieberman-Aiden 2009



Inter-chromosomal interactions and compartments

Taking into account only inter-chromosomal contacts reveals a continuum in E
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consistent with colocalization of centromeres and a similar colo-
calization of telomeres, as described in imaging studies19,20. We 
observed a consistent pattern of contact enrichment for all studied 
human and mouse data sets, despite the acrocentric structure 
of mouse chromosomes (Fig. 4b). For the mouse data set, both 
centromere-centromere and telomere-telomere enrichment are 
captured by E3 (Supplementary Fig. 9); E2 possibly refines the 

signal. The consistent pattern of average inter-arm maps suggests 
that interactions between chromosomal arms are among the most 
prominent features of higher-order chromatin organization in the 
human and mouse genomes19,20.

Multiple attempts have been made to identify distinct chro-
matin types based on Hi-C data7,16. We compared the E1 and E2 
representation of interchromosomal interactions to a model of 
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We applied TCC, using HindIII as the restriction enzyme, to 
map the chromatin contacts in GM12878 human lymphoblast-
oid cells (Supplementary Table 1). As an example of nontethered 
conformation capture, we also applied Hi-C10 to the same cell line 
using identical cell counts and crosslinking conditions. The result-
ing contact frequency maps (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a) 
showed that TCC accurately reproduces the patterns observed in Hi-C 
results (Pearson’s r for genome-wide comparison = 0.96, P < 10!16). 
Additionally, the general features of genome-wide conformation cap-
ture data that were described previously10 were also observed in our 
data (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

Improved signal-to-noise ratio in tethered libraries
One of the main sources of noise in conformation capture experi-
ments is random intermolecular ligations between DNA fragments 
that are not crosslinked to each other9,21. Because randomly selected 
DNA fragments are more likely to originate from different chromo-
somes, these ligations tend to be overwhelmingly interchromosomal. 
Therefore, we measured the fraction of interchromosomal ligations 
in our tethered (TCC) and nontethered (Hi-C) HindIII libraries to 
compare their relative noise levels (Fig. 2c). In the tethered library, 
this fraction is almost half that of the nontethered library. We also 
compared the average difference between the observed interchromo-
somal contact frequencies in each library and those expected from 
completely random intermolecular ligations. This difference is twice 
as large in the tethered library compared to the nontethered library 
(Supplementary Methods). Together, these observations indicate that 
the noise from random intermolecular ligations is considerably lower 
in the tethered library.

We also generated tethered and nontethered libraries using the  
4-cutter MboI instead of HindIII. MboI results in a higher con-
centration of, and shorter, DNA fragments, thereby increasing  
the probability of random intermolecular ligations. Consequently, 
the fraction of interchromosomal ligations increased substantially in 
the nontethered MboI library (Fig. 2c). By contrast, it showed only a 

modest increase in the tethered MboI library. This result demonstrates 
that tethered libraries are minimally affected by the concentration of 
DNA fragments, confirming that most ligations in these libraries are 
between DNA fragments that are crosslinked to each other.

An improved signal-to-noise ratio allows a more accurate analysis of 
contacts with relatively low frequencies such as interactions between 
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1d). For instance, several inter-
actions between the small arm of chromosome 2 and chromosomes 
20, 21 and 22 are clearly enriched in the tethered HindIII library  
(Fig. 2d) but not the nontethered HindIII library (Fig. 2e).

Intrachromosomal contacts define two classes of regions
We first analyzed the contact pattern within each chromosome. We 
defined the contact profile of a region as the ordered list of frequency 
values for its contacts with all the other regions in the genome (Online 
Methods). The Pearson’s correlation between two intrachromo-
somal contact profiles is a similarity measure for the correspond-
ing regions’ contact behaviors. Using this measure and confirming a 
previous study10, we observed that each chromosome can be divided 
into two classes of regions with anti-correlated intrachromosomal 
contact profiles (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 2a). At any given 
genomic distance, regions in the same class contact each other more 
frequently than regions in different classes (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
One of these classes, here referred to as the ‘active class’, is substantially 
enriched for the presence and expression of genes, DNase hypersensi-
tivity and activating histone modifications10 (Supplementary Fig. 2c).  
The other class, here referred to as ‘inactive’, displays the opposite 
behavior (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

We asked how the similarity between contact profiles changes 
with increasing genomic distance between the regions on a chro-
mosome. Notably, the contact profiles of the active regions remain 
similar even when relatively long genomic distances separate them 
(Fig. 3b). For the inactive regions, in contrast, the contact profile 
similarity decreases more quickly and dissipates at longer distances 
(Fig. 3b). Therefore, inactive regions are more likely to associate with 

Figure 1 Overview of TCC. Cells are treated 
with formaldehyde, which covalently crosslinks 
proteins (purple ellipses) to each other and 
to DNA (orange and blue strings). (1) The 
chromatin is solubilized and its proteins are 
biotinylated (purple ball and stick). DNA is  
digested with a restriction enzyme that 
generates 5  overhangs. (2) Crosslinked 
complexes are immobilized at a very low density 
on the surface of streptavidin-coated magnetic 
beads (gray arc) through the biotinylated 
proteins; noncrosslinked DNA fragments are 
removed. (3) The 5  overhangs are filled in with 
an -thio-triphosphate–containing nucleotide 
analog (the yellow nucleotide in the inset), 
which is resistant to exonuclease digestion, 
and a biotinylated nucleotide analog (the red 
nucleotide with the purple ball and stick in 
the inset) to generate blunt ends. (4) Blunt 
DNA ends are ligated. (5) Crosslinking is 
reversed and DNA is purified. The biotinylated 
nucleotide is removed from nonligated DNA 
ends using Escherichia coli exonuclease III 
whereas the phosphorothioate bond protects 
DNA fragments from complete degradation. 
(6) The DNA is sheared and fragments that include a ligation junction are isolated on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, but this time through the 
biotinylated nucleotides. (7) Sequencing adaptors are added to all DNA molecules to generate a library. (8) Ligation events are identified using paired-
end sequencing.
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Tools

HiTC - bioconductor package for Hi-C/5C data exploration, quality 
checks, binning, fitting, visualization

Our tool - Bioconductor package in preparation:
- binning/not

- normalization - ICE and other proportional fitting algorithms (convergence)
- TAD calling

- interaction calling
- compartment analysis

- visualization

http://omictools.com/3c-4c-5c-hi-c-chia-pet-c298-p1.html
http://omictools.com/3c-4c-5c-hi-c-chia-pet-c298-p1.html
http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/vignettes/HiTC/inst/doc/HiTC.pdf
http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/vignettes/HiTC/inst/doc/HiTC.pdf
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Even more exciting use of Hi-C
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orientations to individual contigs or scaffolds. We demonstrate the 
effectiveness of this approach by combining shotgun fragment and 
short insert mate-pair (<3 Kb) sequences with Hi-C data to gener-
ate reasonably accurate chromosome-scale de novo assemblies of the 
H. sapiens, Mus musculus and Drosophila melanogaster genomes. 
We also show that Hi-C data can be used to validate chromosomal  
rearrangements in cancer genomes.

RESULTS
Exploiting contact probability maps for de novo genome assembly
The input to LACHESIS consists of a set of contigs or scaffolds (the 
term ‘contig’ is used in this description of the method to indicate both 
possibilities), such as are generated by de Bruijn graph–based de novo 
assemblers5,6, and a genome-wide chromatin interaction data set, such 
as is generated by Hi-C and related protocols17,18 The Hi-C reads are 
aligned to the contigs, and the number of Hi-C read-pairs linking each 
pair of contigs is tabulated (Fig. 1a). In a first step, LACHESIS uses 
hierarchical agglomerative clustering to group contigs that are likely 
to derive from the same chromosome, exploiting the fact that intrac-
hromosomal contacts are on average more probable than interchro-
mosomal contacts in Hi-C data sets17 (Fig. 1b and Supplementary 
Fig. 1). An average-linkage metric19 is used for this clustering, with 
linkage defined as the normalized density of Hi-C read-pairs linking 
any given pair of contigs. The final number of groups is prespecified, 
ideally set to the expected number of chromosomes.

In a second step, LACHESIS orders contigs linearly within each chro-
mosome group by taking advantage of the higher Hi-C link densities 

expected between closely located contigs (Fig. 1c and Supplementary 
Fig. 2). For each chromosome group, a graph is built with vertices rep-
resenting contigs and edge weights corresponding to the inverse of the 
normalized Hi-C linkage density between pairs of contigs. A minimum 
spanning tree is found in this graph, and the longest path in the tree is 
extracted as the ‘trunk’, an incomplete but high-confidence ordering 
of contigs within each chromosome group. To generate a full order-
ing, contigs excluded from the trunk are reinserted into it at sites that 
maximize the amount of linkage between adjacent contigs.

In a third step, the ordered contigs are oriented with respect to one 
another by taking into account precisely where the Hi-C reads map 
on each contig (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 3). For each chro-
mosome group, a weighted, directed, acyclic graph is built represent-
ing all possible ways to orient the contigs, given the predicted order.  

a

b

c

d

Cluster into
chromosome groups

Order contigs
within groups

Assign contig
orientations

Figure 1 The LACHESIS scaffolding method. (a) The input consists of a 
set of contigs (or scaffolds) from a draft assembly and a set of genome-
wide chromatin interaction data, for example, Hi-C links. (b) Contigs 
on the same chromosome tend to have more Hi-C links between them, 
relative to contigs on different chromosomes. LACHESIS exploits this 
to cluster the contigs into groups that largely correspond to individual 
chromosomes. (c) Within a chromosome, contigs in close proximity tend 
to have more links than contigs that are distant. LACHESIS exploits this 
to order the contigs within each chromosome group. (d) Lastly, LACHESIS 
uses the exact position of links between adjacent contigs to predict the 
relative orientation of each contig.
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Figure 2 Clustering and ordering mammalian sequences with LACHESIS. (a) The results of LACHESIS clustering on the de novo human assembly. 
Shown on the x axis are the 7,083 scaffolds (total length, 2.49 Gb) that are large ( 25 AAGCTT restriction sites) and not repetitive (Hi-C link density 
less than 2 times average), which LACHESIS uses as informative for clustering. The y axis shows the 23 groups created by LACHESIS, with the 
order chosen for the purposes of clarity. The color scheme is the standard SKY (spectral karyotyping) color scheme for human. (b) The results of 
LACHESIS ordering and orienting of 579 scaffolds within the group from a corresponding to human chromosome 1. On the x axis is the true position 
of these scaffolds along human chromosome 1. On the y axis is the order in which LACHESIS has placed these scaffolds. Also listed in the panel are 
the chromosome name, the number of scaffolds in the derived ordering and the reference length of this chromosome. (c) The results of LACHESIS 
clustering on the de novo mouse assembly. Shown on the x axis are the 8,594 scaffolds (total length, 1.94 Gb) that are large and not repetitive, which 
LACHESIS uses as informative for clustering. The y axis shows the 20 groups created by LACHESIS, with the order chosen for the purposes of clarity. 
The color scheme is as in a. (d) The results of LACHESIS ordering and orienting of 781 scaffolds within the group from c corresponding to mouse 
chromosome 1. The plotting is as in b.
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High-quality genome (re)assembly
using chromosomal contact data
Hervé Marie-Nelly1,2,3,4,5,*, Martial Marbouty1,2,*, Axel Cournac1,2, Jean-François Flot6, Gianni Liti7,

Dante Poggi Parodi5,8, Sylvie Syan9, Nancy Guillén9, Antoine Margeot8, Christophe Zimmer3,4

& Romain Koszul1,2

Closing gaps in draft genome assemblies can be costly and time-consuming, and published

genomes are therefore often left ‘unfinished.’ Here we show that genome-wide chromosome

conformation capture (3C) data can be used to overcome these limitations, and present a

computational approach rooted in polymer physics that determines the most likely genome

structure using chromosomal contact data. This algorithm—named GRAAL—generates high-

quality assemblies of genomes in which repeated and duplicated regions are accurately

represented and offers a direct probabilistic interpretation of the computed structures. We first

validated GRAAL on the reference genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, as well as other yeast

isolates, where GRAAL recovered both known and unknown complex chromosomal structural

variations. We then applied GRAAL to the finishing of the assembly of Trichoderma reesei and

obtained a number of contigs congruent with the know karyotype of this species. Finally, we

showed that GRAAL can accurately reconstruct human chromosomes from either fragments

generated in silico or contigs obtained from de novo assembly. In all these applications, GRAAL

compared favourably to recently published programmes implementing related approaches.
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